
 

Diploma in Computer Programming with JAVA 
 

February 2023 

Month Day Content 

February 21 1. Introduction to Java Application Programming.  You will learn how to write 
and run simple Java Programs, use input and output, basic memory concepts, 
arithmetic operators, decision making statement and relational and equality 
operators. Overview of Java Industry exams 

 28 2. Introduction to Classes and Objects / Hands on creating classes, objects, 
attributes, methods / And calling methods using objects.  You will learn to 
work with constructors and instance variables. The portability of Java types. 

March 07 3. Learn how to use NetBeans IDE to develop Java code, compile, run, build / 
application. Understand structure of code and primitive data types and 
reference types.   

 14 4. Learn Java Control Structures you will learn to use java decision and 
repetition structures and Using the compound assignment, increment 
and decrement operators. 

 21 5. Working with Methods:  you will learn: How to use static class 
members. How to pass data between methods. How to use random-
number generation to implement game-playing applications. How to 
create overloaded methods. 

 28 6. Introduction to Arrays and ArrayLists: you will learn: To use arrays to store 
data in and retrieve data from lists and tables of values. To use the enhanced 
for statement to iterate through arrays. To pass arrays to methods. To declare 
and manipulate multidimensional arrays. To write methods that use variable-
length argument lists. To read command-line arguments into a program. 

April 04 7. Object Oriented Programming: you will learn: Encapsulation and data 
hiding. The notions of data abstraction and abstract data types (ADTs). To use 
keyword this. To use static variables and methods. To use the enum type to 
create sets of constants with unique identifiers. To organize classes in 
packages to promote reuse. 

 11 8. Inheritance and Polymorphism:  you will learn: How inheritance and 
polymorphism promotes software reusability. How create a subclass that 
inherits attributes and behaviours from a super class. To use overridden 
methods to effect. To work with abstract and concrete classes.   To declare 
and implement interfaces How polymorphism makes systems extensible and 
maintainable.. 

 18 9. Exception Handling: you will learn: How exception and error handling 
works. To use try, throw and catch to detect, indicate and handle exceptions, 
respectively. To use the finally block to release resources. How stack 
unwinding enables exceptions not caught in one scope to be caught in 
another scope. How stack traces help in debugging. How exceptions are 
arranged in an exception-class hierarchy. To declare new exception classes. 
To create chained exceptions. 



Tuesdays - 6:30pm to 9:30pm 

*Please note this is a provisional timetable and subject to change. 
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 25 10 Create Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) Part 1. you will learn:  
The design principles of graphical user interfaces (GUIs). To build GUIs and 
handle events generated by user interactions with GUIs. To understand the 
packages containing GUI components, event-handling classes and interfaces. 
To create and manipulate buttons, labels, lists, text fields and panels. 
OVERVIEW OF END OF COURSE PROJECT 

May 02 11 Create Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) Part 2: you will learn: , To 
implement event-handling classes and interfaces. To create and manipulate 
buttons, labels, lists, text fields and panels. To handle mouse events and 
keyboard events.  To use layout managers to arrange GUI components 
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